
2012-2013 PROGRAM IN QUANTITATIVE GENOMICS SEMINARS 
 
 
The aim of the PQG Seminar Series is to encourage the exchanging of ideas, promote interaction, 
collaboration, and research in quantitative genomics. It also aims to promote the mission of the PQG which is 
to improve health through an interdisciplinary study of genetics, behavior, environment and medicine. The 
seminar series looks to include the development and application of quantitative methods, especially for high 
dimensional data, as well as a focus on the training of quantitative genomic scientists.  

 
 
Tuesday, April 30, 2013 
12:30-2:00, FXB G12 **please note room change** 
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Jonathan Pritchard 
Professor, Department of Human Genetics  
The University of Chicago 
 
The genetic basis of human gene expression variation 
 
Genetic variants that impact gene regulation likely play a central role in both evolution and the genetics of both 
complex traits. Yet the mechanisms by which they do so are poorly understood and it remains very difficult to 
predict which variants have regulatory effects in any given cell type. In this talk I will describe work that our 
group has done on mapping regulatory variants such as expression QTLs to understand the primary 
mechanisms by which such variants act. I will discuss both our work on analytical methods and the biological 
results. 

 
 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G3 **please note room change** 
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Douglas M. Robinson 
Senior Associate Director of Biostatistics 
Novartis Institute for Biomedical Research, Inc. 
 
The predictive value of a 5-gene signature as a patient pre-selection tool in medulloblastoma for 
Hedgehog pathway inhibitor therapy 
 
Medulloblastoma (MB), an invasive primitive neuroectodermal tumor of the posterior fossa, is the most 
common brain tumor in children, comprising ~20% of childhood and <2% of adult brain tumors. Current 
standard of care treatment, surgery followed by craniospinal radiation and chemotherapy, can lead to 
significant long term toxicities, especially in very young patients. At the time of relapse, no standard salvage 
therapy exists. Therefore, targeted therapies are needed. Several studies have used gene expression profiling 
to identify distinct molecular subgroups of MB, including one characterized by activated Hedgehog (Hh) 
signaling. Using available gene expression data, a 5-gene Hh signature that can be assayed in formalin-fixed 
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples by standard RT-PCR was identified. 
Two sets of matched fresh frozen and FFPE MB specimens were used; one for development of the 5-gene 
signature and one for its independent validation. Hh activation status was determined in fresh frozen samples 
by gene expression profiling using the GeneChip human genome U133 Plus 2.0 array (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, 
CA) and in FFPE samples by RT-PCR analysis. 
The 5-gene Hh signature was selected from a larger panel of 73 genes that were associated with the Hh 
subgroup classification, as determined by standard Affymetrix gene expression profiling. Eighteen of these 
genes shown to be differentially expressed in FFPE were chosen for the RT-PCR gene card that formed the 
basis of the Elastic Net model building exercise. Based on the expression levels of the 5-gene signature, a 
predictive model was used to compute a propensity score (0–100%) representative of the Hh activation status 
of each tumor sample. The median propensity scores for the 17 non-Hh-activated tumors was 0.7% (range: 
0.1–3.0%) compared to 87.9% (range: 69.1–97.6%) in the eight Hh-activated tumors. Hh activation status of 25 
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independent MB samples defined by the 5-gene signature and assayed by RT-PCR were in 100% agreement 
with the Hh activation status determined by gene expression profiling. In order to determine the predictive 
value of this assay as a tool to identify patients who might benefit from treatment with a Hh pathway inhibitor, 
MB samples from patients (n=13) enrolled in recent phase I trials of the Smoothened inhibitor LDE225 were 
analyzed and correlated with the respective tumor responses. Using the 5-gene signature, all patients (n=4) 
who responded to LDE225 treatment (PR or CR) were found to have Hh-pathway activated tumors, whereas 
all patients who did not respond (n=9) were found to have Hh non-activated tumors. These results suggest an 
association between Hh activation status determined by the 5-gene Hh signature and tumor response to 
LDE225 treatment. Data from an ongoing phase I/II trial in pediatric patients will enable determination of the 
predictive value of this patient pre-selection assay. 

 
 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Francis Ouellette 
Associate Director 
Informatics and Bio-computing 
Ontario Institute for Cancer Research 
 
Processing cancer genomic data at the Ontario Institute for Cancer Research for the International 
Cancer Genome Consortium 
The goal of the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) is to obtain a comprehensive description of 
genomic, transcriptomic and epigenomic changes in 50 different tumor types and/or subtypes which are of 
clinical and societal importance across the globe. This goal is well under way, and we plan to complete this in 
the next few years. The Ontario Institute for Cancer Research (OICR) is active with the ICGC on many fronts: it 
is involved in generating data for 2 of the 50 different tumour types, it is the executive headquarters for the 
ICGC, and it is also the home for the Data Coordinating Center (DCC). I will present on this, and how this 
integrates with some of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) activities and some of the work we have done in 
my group on using data from the ICGC.  

 
 
Tuesday, February 19, 2013 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Benjamin Neale, PhD 
Assistant Professor, Anayltic and Translational Genetics Unit - Mass General Hospital 
Instructor, Harvard Medical School 
Associated Reseacher, The Broad Institute 
 
Analytic Issues in the Assessment of Rare Variation 
With advances in sequencing and genotyping technology, human genetics is now capable of assaying rare 
variation. In this talk, analytic issues associated with assessing the impact of rare variation on complex traits 
will be described. Specifically, the asymptotic properties of common association tests will be described. In 
addition, a comprehensive overview of how to model the probability of de novo mutation and how to leverage 
this to assess the strength of evidence for a given gene. 

 
  
Tuesday, January 29, 2013 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Brad Bernstein, MD, PhD 
Associate Pathologist, Massachusetts General Hospital 
Associate Professor of Pathology, Harvard Medical School 
Early Career Scientist, Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Senior Associate Member, Broad Institute 
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Global Epigenetic Regulation of Normal and Malignant Cells 
We are using high-throughput sequencing technology to characterize chromatin state and regulation in normal 
and cancer stem cells. The data enable systematic annotation of proximal and distal gene regulatory elements, 
their cell type-specificities and their functional interactions. We show how these approaches can be used to 
interpret genetic variants associated with human disease, as well as to reconstruct transcriptional regulatory 
networks in cancer stem cells. Finally, we will present characterizations of chromatin regulator proteins that 
suggest strategies for modulating genome function and cell state with chemical inhibitors of chromatin 
enzymes. 

 
 
Tuesday, December 11, 2012 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Cecilia Lindgren 
University Research Lecturer, Group Head / PI and Fellow 
Nuffield Department of Medicine 
The University of Oxford 
The Broad Institute 
 
Loci Associated with Fat Distribution Have Complex Sex-combined and Sex-specific Effects 
Waist-hip ratio (WHR) is a heritable measure of body fat distribution and a significant predictor of metabolic 
and cardiovascular risk independent of overall obesity, as measured by body mass index (BMI). We performed 
sex-combined fixed effects inverse variance meta-analysis for BMI-adjusted WHR on 142,762 individuals from 
57 genome-wide association studies and 67,325 individuals from 28 studies genotyped on the Metabochip. 
Given previous reports of sexually dimorphic genetic effects on fat distribution, we also performed male-
specific (N=93,482) and female-specific (N=116,742) meta-analyses. The sex-combined analysis identified 39 
loci (25 novel) associated with BMI-adjusted WHR at genome-wide significance (P<5x10-8), and an additional 
nine female-specific loci. Twelve of sex-combined loci showed significantly different sex effects, with seven 
having an effect only in females, four loci with stronger effects in females than males, and one locus with 
effects only in males. The enrichment of female-specific associations is consistent with much higher estimated 
heritability of BMI-adjusted WHR in women (h2~46%) compared to men (h2~19%). We used GCTA to perform 
approximate conditional analysis, estimating the linkage disequilibrium between SNPs using combined GWAS 
and Metabochip genotype data from 949 Swedish individuals from the PIVUS study. Nine loci harbor multiple 
signals of association at genome-wide significance. These loci show complex patterns of sexual dimorphism in 
genetic effects. For example, at the VEGFA locus both association signals are stronger in women than men 
(1df test of heterogeneity between sex-specific allelic effects and 2.2x10-2). In contrast, at the 
WARS2/SPAG17 locus, we observed one male-specific, one female-specific, and two sex-combined 
association signals. Our results highlight the importance of sex-specific analyses, conditional analysis, and fine 
mapping to fully elucidate the complex genetic architecture and biological mechanisms of body fat distribution. 

 
 
Tuesday, November 13, 2012 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Peter Laird 
Director, USC Epigenome Center 
Professor of Surgery 
Professor of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 
Keck School of Medicine 
USC / Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center 
 
Exploring the Cancer Methylome 
 
Cancer develops not only as a result of genetic mutations and genomic rearrangements, but also as a 
consequence of numerous epigenetic alterations, including extensive changes in the distribution of DNA 
methylation throughout the genome. DNA methylation changes contribute directly to cancer by transcriptional 
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silencing of tumor-suppressor genes through promoter CpG island hypermethylation. Broad epigenomic 
analysis of human tumors can reveal relationships between large numbers of epigenetic events and can 
provide insight into the mechanisms underlying concerted epigenetic change. Genomic loci targeted by 
Polycomb Group Repressors in embryonic stem cells, and involved in cellular differentiation are predisposed to 
aberrant DNA methylation in cancer cells, suggesting that an epigenetic block to cellular differentiation may 
sometimes be an initiating event in carcinogenesis. The very strong associations between distinct epigenetic 
subtypes, such as CpG Island Methylator Phenotypes (CIMP) and specific somatic genetic events, such as 
BRAF mutation in colorectal cancer and IDH1 mutation in glioblastoma multiforme are consistent with an early 
role for DNA methylation alterations, providing a favorable cellular context for the subsequent somatic 
mutation. The analysis of whole methylomes at single-basepair resolution reveals that cancer-associated 
changes occur differentially across defined regions of the genome associated with the nuclear lamina. It is 
apparent that epigenomic analysis is essential for a full understanding of the relationship between alterations in 
the cancer genome and the origin and clinical diversity of individual tumors.  

 
 
Tuesday, October 16, 2012 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Mark Gerstein 
Albert L. Williams Professor of Biomedical Informatics,  
Molecular Biophysics & Biochemistry and Computer Science 
 
Human Genome Annotation 
My talk will be concerned with the analysis of networks and the use of networks as a "next-generation 
annotation" for interpreting personal genomes. I will initially describe current approaches to genome annotation 
in terms of one-dimensional browser tracks. Here I will discuss approaches for annotating pseudogenes and 
also for developing predictive models for gene expression. Then I will describe various aspects of networks. In 
particular, I will touch on the following topics: (1) I will show how analyzing the structure of the regulatory 
network indicates that it has a hierarchical layout with the "middle-managers" acting as information-flow 
bottlenecks and with more "influential" TFs on top. (2) I will show that most human variation occurs at the 
periphery of the network. (3) I will compare the topology and variation of the regulatory network to the call 
graph of a computer operating system, showing that they have different patterns of variation. (4) I will talk 
about web-based tools for the analysis of networks (TopNet and tYNA). 
http://networks.gersteinlab.org 
http://tyna.gersteinlab.org 
Architecture of the human regulatory network derived from ENCODE data. 
Gerstein et al. Nature 489: 91 
Classification of human genomic regions based on experimentally 
determined binding sites of more than 100 transcription-related 
factors. 
KY Yip et al. (2012). Genome Biol 13: R48. 
Understanding transcriptional regulation by integrative analysis of 
transcription factor binding data. 
C Cheng et al. (2012). Genome Res 22: 1658-67. 
The GENCODE pseudogene resource. 
B Pei et al. (2012). Genome Biol 13: R51. 
Comparing genomes to computer operating systems in terms of the 
topology and evolution of their regulatory control networks. 
KK Yan et al. (2010). Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 107:9186-91. 

 
 
Tuesday, September 18, 2012 
12:30-2:00, KRESGE G2  
a pizza lunch will be provided 
Dan L. Nicolae 
Associate Professor 
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Departments of Medicine and Statistics 
The University of Chicago 
 
Next-generation genetic association studies - some challenges and opportunities 
There are many challenges in the transition from genome-wide association studies to whole exome and to 
whole genome sequencing investigations. We have moved from single-marker tests on common SNPs to set-
based inference on all variants in a functional element, and this has led to the development of many statistical 
tools. I will present a framework for the analysis of sequence data where we harness population genetics 
theory to provide prior information on effect sizes that allows a general and powerful test for association. I will 
also discuss some of the challenges in this transition, including the implicit and explicit assumptions on 
underlying genetic models of risk for a given set, and the interpretation of results.  
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